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7.5

Pretty view of tones and shapes. Suggest moving 

to the left so negative space appears to the left 

of the central leaf. Our challenge when taking 

photos of ordinary subjects is to show a view 

others have never seen.





9

Excellent capture of a difficult scene. Note: 

Sharp, clear eye and a good head angle (pointed 

toward you). Suggest flipping so the bird flies to 

meet your eye. Note the effect of Rolling Shutter 

(curved wing tip), an artifact of high shutter 

speeds with mirrorless cameras. (The bird’s 

wings don’t bend like that.)





8

Very petty capture of a Hummingbird. Would 

prefer having the eye looking at me and the bill 

pointed slightly toward me. Also recommend 

flipping to hold the viewer’s eye in the frame. 

Now my eye follows the bill to slide off the 

frame.





7.5

Nice record photo of the coast. The two people 

on the left add some interest. Recommend 

zooming in so they are larger and exposing for 

more detail in the foreground. Also the shore line

takes my eye off the frame to the bottom right. 

Compose so the coastline keeps the eye in the 

frame.





8.5

Excellent capture of a difficult scene. Note the 

eye is sharp and alive. This photo was taken with 

the sun at about 45º - It would be better without 

the shadows. So photos like this are often taken 

early or late in the day, when the light shines on 

the bird.





8

Excellent capture of a Sandhill Crane. When 

taking photos of life, you are really taking photos 

of eyes. So I’d like to see a bright eye looking at 

me. It almost looks as if the bird is blinking. Also 

recommend flipping the photo. When taking 

photos like this, take bursts. And take many. I’d 

take dozens, maybe even a 100.





9

Very strong photo. It’s sharp, clear, and the 

expression conveys mystery, which makes it 

interesting. I’d recommend framing the person 

slightly to the right because that would make the 

photo look a bit more dynamic. Also a clear, or 

blurred background would compete less with the 

person.





8

Interesting record photo. Note that the 3 groups 

of people form a triangle, which is good. Would 

like some movement or activity to make the 

photo more interesting. If there is text, I’d like to 

be able to read it. In general, ask yourself: What 

am I trying to show? People? A pool? Or what?





8.5

Pretty view of flowers. I like it that the flowers 

form a triangle, which unifies them into a 

complete subject. Recommend flipping the photo 

so that the flowers hold the eye in the frame. 

Could also aim to put more of the flower centers 

in view, because these are their most interesting 

parts.





9

Excellent capture of a difficult scene. Note the 

eye is sharp and the face is alive. Also his hands 

and body form a triangle. Consider framing or 

cropping tighter so that the boy is more to the 

left in the frame. Note: Digital photos include the 

image. So recommend adding space to allow 

cropping.





8.5

Very pretty view. Notice how the layers of flowers 

take you into the photo. This technique creates a 

sense of depth. Note that the main element of 

this photo is the group of pink flowers in the 

lower middle. Everything else serves as 

supporting background. Recommend framing to 

avoid having the first row of flowers block the 

scenery behind them. Also consider moving to 

avoid reflections in the windows.





8

Good record view of a waterfall. Note how 

sunlight contributes to accent the scenery. The 

left would be better in full sun. And I’d 

recommend putting the waterfall slightly to the 

right. We pose landscapes by moving ourselves. 

And we sculpt with light by choosing when to 

take the photo.





9

Excellent capture of an uncommon scene. This 

shows cute, natural, animal behavior. Would like 

to have the adult bear looking at the camera. 

Moving slightly might have achieved that.





8

Good record of natural behavior. Note that the 

light is shining on the left side of the bird’s face. 

And half of the crayfish is in shadow. Would 

recommend moving so that your shadow points 

at the bird. The best times to take photos like 

this are early or late in the day when the light is 

low.





9

Excellent use of light and color to show a 

dramatic scene. Note how the tree points to the 

house. Also, the tree and the house form a 

triangle, which unifies them into a central 

element. I notice a truck (or bus) on the far left. 

Might consider cropping or healing to remove it.





8

Pretty view of a flower. I like it that the flower 

tilts toward the left to greet the eye as it enters 

the frame. Top lighting makes the petal colors 

dramatic. Note that odd numbers of objects 

seem to be more interesting, so a single flower 

could be  more effective. And I’d like a more 

uncommon view.





8.5

Excellent capture of a difficult scene. The eye is 

sharp, clear, and alive. The “food” is hidden in a 

shadow. On first look, I did not see it. 

Recommend flipping the photo so the bird flies 

into the frame, instead of out of it.





8.5

Pretty view of a flower. The shape and colors 

hold the eye in the frame. I would fame to avoid 

the leaves at the bottom of the frame. Or you 

might consider using clothes pins or a string to 

hold them out of view. Also, I’d move (or heal) 

the white spot in the top left because it’s 

distracting.





7.5

Interesting view of a plant. I say plant because 

I’m unsure if these are flowers or leaves. 

Recommend flipping the photo so that the tilt 

and arrangement hold my eye in the frame. I’d 

like more detail or a view that was more 

uncommon.





8

Good capture of natural behavior. I like it that 

the individual birds point toward the center. Note 

that the light is shining from above and on the 

back side of the birds. So they are mostly backlit. 

Recommend taking photos like this earlier or 

later in the day.





9

Excellent capture of natural behavior. Note how 

the cub looking down at the adult takes your eye 

to the adult. Might consider moving back a bit to 

include more of the adult.





7.5

Good record of an amusing scene. I like it that 2 

of the birds are looking at you. Recommend 

taking photos like this with light on the birds. 

Also, note that odd numbers are more 

interesting. So either one more or one less bird 

would help.





7.5

Nice record of a coastal landscape. I’m glad that 

the horizon is level. Recommend moving to 

exclude power lines and offshore platforms, 

unless that is the purpose of the photo. Also 

bring more detail in for the ocean and more 

contrast in the ground.





9

Excellent capture of a difficult scene. Note the 

eye is sharp and the face is alive. Recommend 

finding a spot so that dark objects aren’t in the 

background.





9

Excellent capture of natural behavior. It’s very 

difficult to catch them in flight like this. There is 

light on the birds, no shadows, and sharp eyes. I 

like it that the birds are flying toward the left, 

and that both have their wings in the same 

position. Would like to have them looking slightly 

toward the viewer.





8

Nice view of a flower and the neighborhood. I 

like it that the left is darker because that holds 

your eye in the frame. Now your challenge is to 

take a photo of this flower that shows something 

unexpected.
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8

Good capture of details. I’d experiment with 

flipping the image so the center holds the 

viewer’s eye. And I’d try different positions to 

make the image more dramatic. Taking photos of 

subjects like this in black & white is challenging 

because your main tool is contrast. So we need 

to show something exceptional.





8

Good record of an antique. Note how the angle 

of the wheel holds your eye in the frame. I’d 

move the center of the front wheel to the left. 

And I’d try to simplify the background because it 

competes with the main subject.





7.5

Nice record photo. Note that the bright part is 

almost lacking detail. And half of the building is 

in shadow. I’d experiment with darkening the 

bright areas and brightening the dark areas. 

Bringing in more detail would make this a 

stronger photo.





9

Excellent capture of a possible story. I like the 

positions of the main elements. They form a 

triangle that keeps your eye in the frame. I’d be 

tempted to put the key cover in place. Although 

it does convey a bit of mischief. And I’d like a bit 

more contrast.





8

Interesting view of a plant. The shadows convey 

mystery. And I’d like to see more detail. I 

recommend increasing exposure. And I’d 

recommend different ways of framing, to make 

the photo appear more deliberate.





8.5

Very interesting view of a man. It looks like an art 

postcard that you would buy. I would move the 

man over slightly to the left. And I’d adjust 

exposure to soften (or eliminate) the shadows on 

his face.





8.5

Beautiful capture of owls. These birds are 

difficult to find. I like the way the owls are 

looking at me. I recommend adjusting exposure 

to soften shadows. And this could be cropped 

tighter, reducing the space above the birds. That 

would put more emphasis on the birds.





8.5

Good record of scenery. I recommend 

experimenting with different frames, perhaps 

eliminating the tree on the left and some of the 

smaller, darker buildings on the right.





9

Excellent capture of a special bird. Every part is 

sharp and clear. And the bird is looking at you. 

I’d increase the exposure a bit. On my system it 

looks a bit on the dark side.





8

Beautiful capture of a flower. It’s sharp and clear. 

Note how the petals frame the central element. I 

recommend moving the main part to the right. 

You might also experiment with increasing 

exposure and contrast a bit.





8.5

Beautiful record of a landscape. It’s sharp, clear, 

and inviting. I recommend cropping to show a bit 

less sky. And I wonder what other views might be 

possible by moving or turning. Also, I’d zoom in 

so that the mountains on the right were the main 

subject.





7.5

Good record photo. Now, the challenge is how to 

make this more interesting. For example, the 

photo could have been taken from farther away 

to include all of the tire that is clipped off the 

bottom. Or the car could have been moved 

against a background that offered less 

competition.
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9

Excellent capture of story. First, everyone is 

sharp. Then notice the contrast between each 

person’s behavior. Each seems to be entirely in 

their own world. You could write a chapter on 

what this photo conveys. Would recommend 

zooming back to include all of the homeless 

man’s feet.





8

Good record photo. The people are looking into 

the middle of the frame, which keeps your eye on 

the photo. And their privacy is protected because 

none of them show enough face to be recognized 

(except one man). Photos like this could be 

improved by avoiding shadows on people’s faces.





8

Good record photo. It suggests a story, which is 

often a goal of street photography. I’d like more 

sharpness on the main characters and more 

detail for their clothes. Also, clipping text (on the 

far left edge) causes the viewer to wonder what it 

is. So either include or exclude all of it.





8.5

Strong capture of a story. I like it that the people 

form a triangle, and that the adult is on the right. 

This holds your eye in the frame. I’d recommend 

less shadow to show more details on the people.





8.5

Good record photo. It shows some story while 

creating some mystery about what the two 

people are doing. Note that the structural 

(building) lines are slightly tilted. This can be 

fixed by framing or rotating while processing.





8.5

Interesting record photo. I like the array of 

expressions and way their bodies from an ellipse 

that keeps your eye in the frame. Recommend 

using a faster shutter speed to avoid the blurred 

hand. Also, would like more sharpness on the 

men’s faces.





7.5

Nice record view. Note that the composition 

keeps your eye in the frame. In this category I’d 

recommend scenes that include people, suggest 

a story, or cause more curiosity.





8

Interesting record photo. I like the sharpness of 

the photo. It could be improved by framing so 

that the man is level with the frame, instead of 

tilted. Also, I’d move a bit to avoid having a post 

come out of the top of his head.





8.5

Touching photo that suggests a story. Note how 

your eye goes over the supporting background to 

meet the woman’s face, which appears sad. Then 

the light on her face, makes sure that you stay 

there. I recommend rotating the photo to avoid 

having tilted structural lines.





9

Excellent record photo. Note how the use of light 

moves and holds your eye in the central, main 

part of the photo. I also like it that I can read all 

the signs. When taking photos like this, suggest 

trying many different locations, some even 

inches apart to capture different alignments of 

objects.





8

Entertaining photo that tells a story. The people 

look alive and seem to be having fun. Notice that 

tinted glasses hide a person’s eyes. And the 

bright light causes shadows on their faces. If this 

had been posed, I would have asked them to 

move into shade.





8

Nice record photo. The position of the plane is 

different and dramatic. And the photo is sharp 

plus well exposed. Now the challenge is to take a 

photo that an uncommon scene. One that tells a 

story of suggests mystery.





8

Nice record photo. It’s sharp and well exposed. 

Notice the sliver of bright surface in the tip right. 

Suggest rotating to avoid tilted structural lines. 

Would also prefer moving a bit to catch more of 

the man’s face and make his arm a less dominant 

part of the image.
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8

Pretty record of flowers. The flowers are colorful, 

sharp, and interesting. Consider other views and 

frames to show something more special and to 

avoid cutting off part of a flower.





8.5

Interesting view of textures. This shows a view 

that few people see. I like the way the colors and 

tones keep your eye in the middle of the frame. 

I’d like more detail, perhaps more contrast in the 

large area in the middle.





8.5

Excellent record view of scenery. Notice how the 

tones become darker as you move from right to 

left. These bring your eye into the frame and 

then keep it there. Consider moving or zooming 

in to exclude the buildings on the left, making 

this purely a nature scene.





9

Excellent capture of a difficult subject. This 

photo gains points because of its technical merit. 

The colors are vivid, which is amazing since this 

is underwater. I’d prefer more light on the eye so 

that it stands out more. Although the 

background is beautiful and sets the scene, the 

photo could be improved with a less complex or 

a blurred background.





8

Pretty view of shapes and colors. I’d consider 

flipping this so that the part extending toward 

the right, met your eye on the left and then took 

it into the main element. Photos like this need 

something that makes them more interesting and 

more uncommon.





8

Pretty view of shapes and tones. Notice the main, 

larger part is left of center, which leaves the rest 

of the image as background. So I’d prefer to put 

the negative space in front of the main element 

so that it leads the eye into it.





8.5

Very clever portrait. Notice the face is turned 

slightly toward the left, and thus holds your eye 

in the frame. I’d like more sharpness in the face. 

Yet, his shirt is sharp. I’d recommend softening 

or eliminating the shadows on his eyes. So this 

photo could have been taken in soft light or with 

a fill light. The face on the wanted sign looks 

better.





8

Interesting view of colors and shapes. Notice how 

the shape of the flower holds your eye in the 

frame. I’d like something more that made this 

more unique, more compelling, more interesting. 

I do realize that this (and other photos in this 

category) could sell in an art gallery.





8.5

Intriguing view of lights and shapes. I like the 

sharpness and use of light to create a compelling 

image. I’d consider moving so that none of the 

shapes were blocking the view of any of the 

others.





8

Interesting view of colors and shapes. Notice how placing 

the large dark element on the right keeps your eye in the 

frame. And then the large pink spot brings your attention 

to the far left. When creating art like this, I recommend 

using Dynamic Symmetry. Classic artists would first draw 

a grid, then sketch in the art, and finally paint the work. 

This would help you design images that seemed to 

resonate with the way people expect to see art. Of 

course, this too could sell in an art gallery.
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